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Results Beyond Reasons - SWIFT SUCCESS Session: Wisdom #2 

Hi, it's Tony Dovale, founder of Life Masters, and the author of SWIFT SUCCESS MINDSET: How 

entrepreneurs, salespeople and success-oriented people moved from stuck, and stalled, to super 

successful, fast!  

I'm going to share some wisdom with you today that you can apply right now. So let's get going.  

Hi and welcome to my Wisdom #2 from my SWIFT SUCCESS mindset book.  

 

Are You An Alchemist? 

 

Today I want to talk to you about Alchemists…Alchemy. 

 Because we need this new Growth-Optimised mindset if we're going 

to have Swift Action.  

In the past, the Alchemists were the scientists.  

They were linked with the philosopher's stone, and the elixir of life, 

that was intended to create life-long life... and transform lead into 

gold.  

Their real goals were to take something “heavy”, “dirty” and yucky, and turn it into something 

beautiful and valuable.  

And that's my goal with you. It’s to take something heavy, stuck, and stalled, and transform the 

potential… into passion, process, and perfection, of what you'd love to achieve in your life.  

The challenge with the Alchemists is they had to persist against all odds.  

They persisted against ridicule from the public... against the attack by the king.  

 They had, the tenacity and the persistence of purpose, and focus, that kept them go in one 

direction.  

So my question to you is... 

 How clear is your purpose?  

 How persistent are you?  

 How passionate are you for your goals and dreams?  

 What is the vision that you have for you? 

 …And for mankind?  
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Because the Alchemists have vision of man-made-perfect.  

Free from disease, and limitations, and warring, and destruction.  

Standing in Godlike realization of a power, that in every moment we have this invisible, hidden, 

incredible, power, of consciousness that takes in more than just the self, but the greater good of 

mankind.  

They understood that there's one divine mind. It is perfect.  

It is beautiful. And it desires harmony, beyond the ego.  

And you too have the same brain, the same mind.  

 

What’s Your Life PURPOSE? 

 

But what kind of purpose?  

What kind of passion are you driving towards?  

Your ego is going to prevent you and block you.  

Your brain and your mindsets’ going to hold you back.  

But you have to be the ONE… that takes control.  

That takes charge.   

That takes Fiercely-Focused SWIFT action, towards 

meaningful Goals.  

 

Ready to Take SWIFT ACTION? 

 

So starting from today, what one thing can you commit to that'll be purposeful?  

Where you will be persistent, and start a process of taking irrevocable SWIFT-Action every single 

day? 

Time to get going, let’s go. I trust you've enjoyed the session with me today.   

Time for Purpose-Full Action… What’s the #1 most valuable thing you can do right now? 
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